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Problem Definition

DoorDash’s drivers (called Dasher) often find 
themselves spend more time waiting than delivering, 
which in turn decreases their ratings from customers 
and affects their income. 
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“Algorithmic Despotism” exerted by Instacart to regulate 

the time and activities of their workers more stringently than other 

platform delivery companies [1].


“Delivery Time Prediction Model” designed by Uber 

Eats [2], Eleme [3], and DoorDash [4].
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Auditing

We used Code Audit and Sock 

Puppet Audit to get necessary 

knowledge of the platform and the ETA 

system. We were inspired by the graphs 

from auditing and incorporated similar 

graphs into  UI design.
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Method

Archival 

Data 

Analysis


Algorithm Auditing


Survey


Interview


Speed Dating

Reddit (Where many Dashers 

share their working expeirence) 


Official Website (Where info is 

publicly shared by the platform)


Explore the causes behind 

excessive wait time and its effects 

on multiple stakeholders
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Method

Survey


Algorithm Auditing


Archival Data Analysis


Interview


Speed Dating

Survey
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Work Experience

Primary Income? Multiple Platforms? Distributed on Reddit and 

received  41/49 responses


Asked questions about 

batch orders, hidden 

tips, rating systems, 

etc.





Method

Interview


Algorithm Auditing


Archival Data Analysis


Survey


Speed Dating

Interview
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Conducted one-on-one interviews 

with 3 customers


Learned how the estimated 

delivery time provided by 

DoorDash shaped their experience 


Gained an insight into their tipping 

and rating behaviors



Method

Speed 

Dating

Algorithm Auditing
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Survey


Interview


Speed 

Dating
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Used storyboards to present our 

early concepts 


Interviewed 2 Dashers (1 male, 1 

femal with more than 3 months of 

experience.) to see if these concepts 

would help solve their issues or 

improve their work experience



Research



REsearch Insight 01

Mistrust between Dashers and merchants and mistrust 
towards DoorDash's time prediction model
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Dashers complain about excessive wait time and 

are angry with restaurants’ dishonesty. (Archival Data 

Analysis)


Restaurants think the time prediction model 

doesn't work; they also complain Dashers of arriving 

too early. (Archival Data Analysis)

Around 20% of Dashers don't believe 

they can get food on time. (Survey)


Dashers prefer to trust their past 

experience and their own 

observations rather than estimates 

from restaurants. (Survey)



Miscommunication between Dashers and customers in 
terms of late delivery and uncontrollable factors

REsearch Insight 02

“
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Customers cannot keep track of Dashers’ 

wait time at the restaurant and may blame 

them for running late. (Interview)


Dashers tend to be rated poorly for factors that 

are not within their control, such as 

missing items, late delivery, etc. (Survey)

Sometimes we are given poor ratings based on things 

that are out of our control. When I am rated poorly 

because the restaurant forgot items or took too long, 

even though I communicated with the customer 

throughout, I find those ratings to be unfair. (Survey)



REsearch Insight 03

DoorDash allows Dashers to rate their experience; 
however, Dashers don't believe it would have any effect. 
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Affect Restaurant? Affect Customer?Rate Experience?



Solution



SOTRYBOARD 01

Building customers’ empathy and understanding 
towards late delivery
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SOTRYBOARD 01

Building customers’ empathy and understanding 
towards late delivery
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Holding merchants more accountable: crowd-sourcing 
merchant information from Dashers

SOTRYBOARD 02
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Holding merchants more accountable: encouraging 
punctual merchants on Doordash

SOTRYBOARD 02
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Helping Dashers optimize time management for batch 
orders

SOTRYBOARD 03
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Feedback 01
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Building customers’ empathy and understanding 
towards late delivery

 Help with current less communicated part, like 

delay caused by restaurants and traffic jam.


 Will customers pay attention to the small changes 

on the screen?


 Will labeling some food as “long time to cook” 

make customers not order it?



Feedback 02

Holding merchants more accountable using “carrot and 
stick” approach

 Give Dashers more control; helpful to new Dashers


 Give tailored feedback to restaurants to help them 

improve their current work process


 What if because of the website, restaurants start 

choosing to leave DoorDash?
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Feedback 03

Helping Dashers optimize time management for batch 
orders

 Now I can jump to another task but don’t know 

whether the second order is ready.


 Managers of restaurants never say a specific 10 

mins wait but "it's on the way"


 How to guarantee the responsiveness from the 

second restaurant?
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Design Interface 01
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Use banner to indicate how 
long the Dasher has been 
waiting at the restaurants

Use banner to indicate uncontrollable 
fators that might cause late delivery

Reflect uncontrollable 
factors on the map



Design Interface 02
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List of restaurants which are 
notourious for excessive wait time

Notes or compains a Dasher 
leave for others convenience

Average wait time during 
a certain time period



Q&A


